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Each branch of the military has a trademark and
licensing office through which businesses and other
groups can obtain a license to use the official
trademarked military emblems and logos on products
they produce. There are, however, some restrictions on
the use of these official trademarked emblems and

logos, one of which is that they cannot be used on items that promote
religion.

[…]

Shields of Strength is a Christian jewelry company, one of whose products
are dog tags with Bible verses on them.

In a clear violation of the above DoD trademark licensing regulation, which
prohibits the use of official trademarked military emblems on items that
promote religion, Shields of Strength’s Bible verse dog tags have these
official trademarked military emblems on them.

When the Military Religious Freedom Foundation (MRFF) was made
aware of this back in July, we sent letters to the trademark and licensing
offices of each branch of the military reporting this violation. Both the
Navy (which includes the Marines) and the Army responded, telling Shields
of Strength that it could not use the official military emblems on their Bible
verse products. (The Air Force has not responded.) At that time, Shields of
Strength removed its Navy and Marines Bible verse dog tags from its
website, but the Army ones remained up for sale despite the letter Shields of
Strength received from the Army’s trademark and licensing office.

Fast forward to a few weeks ago. On December 3, First Liberty Institute, a
right-wing fundamentalist Christian legal organization, sent a letter to the
Army’s trademark and licensing office on behalf of Shields of Strength,
claiming that the Army’s disallowing of the use of its emblems on Bible
verse merchandise is unconstitutional. (For some unknown reason, First
Liberty did not send a similar letter to the Navy, but only seems concerned
with the Army.)

[…]

Bottom line: Shields of Strength is perfectly free to produce dog tags with
Bible verses of them and service members are perfectly free to wear them;
they just can’t have the official trademarked military emblems on them.
 

So, getting back to the question in the title of this post: Do Bible verses lose
their meaning if they don’t have government endorsement?

In the words of Benjamin Franklin:

“When a religion is good, I conceive it will support itself; and when it does
not support itself, and God does not take care to support it so that its
professors are obliged to call for help of the civil power, 'tis a sign, I
apprehend, of its being a bad one.”

[...]

Click to read on Daily Kos

Click to read on Medium

THE TIMES AND DEMOCRAT
COVERS MRFF

Shield is worth fight

By: Bill Connor

Sunday, December 15, 2019

(Excerpts from The Times and Democrat/Emphasis Added by MRFF)

Since the attacks of Sept. 11, 2001, many members of the military have had
the option to wear a "Shields of Faith" dog tag during the deployments to
Afghanistan or Iraq. This "Shield" is designed to go alongside the actual dog
tag (identification tag worn around the neck for the event of death or serious
wounds) as a means of security and encouragement to those facing death and
danger.

[…]

Despite the voluntary and benign nature of the Shields of Strength (note:
They are worn underneath a military members' T-shirt, shirt and body armor),
a radical activist secularist group, Military Religious Freedom
Foundation, demanded an end to the practice.

Mikey Weinstein, founder and president of MRFF, raised his complaints
about the Shields to the Department of Defense after he learned of them in
July. Weinstein claimed the use of a military emblem on the Shield "poisons
the constitutionally mandated separation of Church and State..." He went so
far as to call those producing and distributing Shields "cowards."

Due to the complaints and implied threat of an MRFF lawsuit, the Army
threatened to pull the trademark licenses that had been issued to the
Shields of Strength company. This came through email to Shields of Strength
President Kenny Vaughn, with the subject line reading: "Negative Press."

[…]

Click to Read Article

CLICK TO READ BACKGROUND ON MRFF's
DEMAND THAT MILITARY CEASE ALLOWING

OFFICIAL EMBLEMS ON BIBLE VERSE DOG TAGS

“F.O.”

Seems to me, that YOU are denying MY rights to observe my religion too.
That’s right, but it’s not so much your attack on Christianity, but GOD.
Therefore, I demand equal rights. Let’s see, I find your NAME offensive, it
implies your religion! I don’t want to see menorahs or hear that song about
all the jewish people there are. I don’t want to hear about hanukkah or see
those little beanies they wear, funny dressed guys which implies THEIR
religion. Merry Christmas and God Bless America !

(name withheld)

To see responses from MRFF Founder and President
Mikey Weinstein, MRFF Advisory Board Member Mike Farrell,

and MRFF Board Member John Compere:

Click to read in Inbox

“Attacks on Christianity”

I never see any organizations or people like you going after any religious
people, groups, associations other than Christian. Do you all have such great
hatred toward Christianity and Christians? I know our country is Christian
based, but we do have many Muslims, for instance, who sound their calls to
worship in cities around the United States, like Dearborn Michigan. This is
not a problem for you, just to name one issue with other religious folks.

Don’t get me wrong, I am not in favor of you going after other religions and
the practitioners of those religions. I am just wondering why you hate
Christians? Try not to pull a Nancy Pelosi on me with her so-called lack of
hatred for Trump, because, after all, she is Catholic as she angrily reminded
the media.

(name withheld)

To see responses from
MRFF Advisory Board Members Mike Farrell and

Marty France, and MRFF Board Member John Compere:

Click to read in Inbox
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